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The new integrated terminal at Goa Airport is concieved as “The Wave”. The wave represents aspirations- the aspirations of  
a nation which is quickly becoming a technological and economic giant in the global platform. The wave represents freedom- 
the freedom that Goa being a global tourist hub offers to the numerous tourists who come here for holiday and party from all 
across the world.

The terminal is formed with the oldest geometric shape a Circle. The terminal forms a semi circle resting on ground with a 
half  arch emerging from the one end of  the semi circle. The Terminal form has been derived as a free flowing symbolizing a 
wave representing the proximity of  sea and Beaches of  Goa. To satisfy these needs, the building form developed is very sim-
ple and bold. It is free flowing & is curvilinear in one direction. The building envelope consists of  long curved glass façade 
which gives the building the transparent and modern look with a solid roof  with sleek skylights which is free flowing in form 
resembling a wave and hence the proximity to the sea. 
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Apart from having an iconic form, this building also has to function as a terminal which makes the passengers comfortable 
and their basic function of  boarding/ un-boarding the flight fast convenient and comfortable. Hence, the new terminal is de-
signed with a vast area of  approx. 62 000sqm, which is distributed into 4 and a half  levels- Basement, Ground Floor, First 
Floor, Second Floor and Mezzanine.

The Basement floor caters to the need of  service area comprising of  In-line Baggage system, storage, Baggage break up and 
baggage make up areas.
Ground floor furnishes integrated arrival hall with 64 check-in counters on one side and separate domestic and international 
departure hall on the other side which can be integrated when required.
First floor have security check for international and domestic passengers on one side which can also be integrated to be used 
as domestic or international security check as required and other side caters to the immigration counters for arriving interna-
tional passengers and concessionaries. This floor also has the Transit Lounge for Transit passengers.
The Second floor has security hold rooms & Airport Lounges for international and domestic passengers & and lastly the Mez-
zanine above has the building service equipments like AHU units, cooling towers etc.
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The building’s roof  is designed with large overhang which covers the kerb however to achieve lightness sun breaking louvers 
have been conceived on the kerb road ahead on the city side, thus providing shade and comfort to the passengers. The build-
ing has long glass facade which gives the building transparent and modern look. A specially made Double Glass unit with 
protective film is specified for this terminal which provides much needed thermal and sound insulation. The use of  steel in the 
main structure also enhances the modern image of  the building.”

The building interior scheme is subtle as well as vibrant. Different types of  specially designed glasses are used which gives 
vibrancy and holiday flavor to the building interiors. Many back lit double height feature walls strategically placed near the 
escalators and staircase creates the visual interest and guides the passengers to move in the certain path. As in this terminal 
the flow of  passengers is designed vertically, these types of  feature walls are essential for providing the visual cues for the 
passenger movement. The use of  textured granite stone on the flooring reminds the passenger of  the visual texture of  the 
sea beaches. The use of  Compact Laminated panels a recyclable green material is used as wall cladding which provides the 
visual softness to the interiors.   
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